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Family Size 

 

 

Urdu transcript: 

 

��� ا#"م  �
 

� ال%"م�� و �
 

 /پ ,+ -+م ,�+ ہے؟
 

4�3ا -+م #��2ہ ہے۔  
 

�2ہ /پ :8+9ں /پ ,28ے #+ل ,6 ہ�ں؟�# 
 

  #+ل ,6 ہ<ں۔ 421�ں 
 

ہ�ں؟اور /پ :8+9ں /پ ,�+ ,3ت6   
  

4�ں  
college student 

 ہ<ں، 
I study at Smith and 

 اور 4�ں ا:G 6H+,%8+ن /ئ ہ<ئ ہ�ں 
summer vacations 

 ,ے لۓ اور :I۔ 
 

 اور :8+9ں /پ G+,%8+ن 4�ں ,I ,ے #+تK رہ68 ہ�ں؟
 

4�ں G+,%8+ن 4�ں ا2Gے ا64 ا:< ,ے #+تK رہ68 ہ<ں۔  
 

 اور /پ ,ے ا64 ات< ,�+ ,3تے ہ�ں؟
 

64 4�L3 ا  
housewife 

 ہ�ں، اور 4�3ے ا:< :I-N۔ 
 

ئ :H+ئ :ہQ :ہQ ہ�ں؟  اI-N: +HP ,3تے ہ�ں، اور /پ ,ے ,<  
 

6، 4�3ے G+س ایS :ڑL :ہQ ہے، ایHP S<ٹ6 :ہQ ہے، اور ایH: S+ئ ہے۔ X 



so 

 دو :ہ2�ں ایH: S+ئ۔ 
 

 اHP+۔ اHP+، :8+9ں، دو :ہ2�ں، ایH: S+ئ۔ G+,%8+ن 4�ں 
average family size 

 ,28+ ہ<ت+ ہے، :ڑا ہ<ت+ ہے، ی+ HP<ٹ+؟
 

average depend 

 >X ،3ت+ ہے, 
higher income level 

 ہ<تے ہ�ں ان ,+ 
family size 

 >X ر :]<ں ,+ ہ<ت+ ہے، اور+P +ی Q� ت^3ی[\ ت
low income bracket 

 ہ<ت+ ہے، ان ,+ 
family size 

 ,[6H ,[6H دس :]<ں ,+ ت^3ی[\ تS ہ< X+ت+ ہے۔ 
 

؟یہ ,�%ے  
 

�ہ :ہ` ->� یہ ,
factors 

 >X ہ�->� ہ<تے ہ�ں۔ ,
low income bracket 

 ہ<تے ہ�ں وہ 
produce 

 ,3تے X+تے ہ�ں 
till 

 ان ,+ 
son 

�ہ ->� ہ<ت+ ہے، :�ٹ+ ہ<ت+ ہے ,
sons are considered the bread winners, that’s why. Basically uneducation 

 ,ے :+رے 4�ں ہ<ت+ ہے، 
contraception less 

�ہ :ہ` :]ے ,3تے ہ�ں ->� ہ<ت6 ہے، ,
low income brackets. 

 
 اHP+۔ 

 

  

 

 

 



English translation: 

 

Interviewer: Assalam Alaikum. 
 
Woman: Wa alaikum assalaam. 
 
Interviewer: What is your name? 
 
Woman: My name is Salina. 
 
Interviewer: Salina, tell me how old are you? 
 
Woman: I am 21 years old. 
 
Interviewer: Tell me, what do you do? 
 
Woman: I am a college student, I study at Smith (College) and right now I have come to 
Pakistan for my summer vacations.  
 
Interviewer: Tell me, who do you live with in Pakistan? 
 
Woman: In Pakistan, I live with my parents.  
 
Interviewer: And what do your parents do? 
 
Woman: My mother is a housewife and my father does business. 
 
Interviewer: I see. He does business. Tell me, do you have any brothers or sisters? 
 
Woman: Yes, I have an older sister, a younger sister and a brother, so two sisters, one 
brother. 
 
Interviewer: I see, two sisters one brother. So what is the average size of families in 
Pakistan? Is it big or small? 
 
Woman: The average depends… families that gross higher income levels have 
approximately three or four children, and the lower income bracket can go up to a family 
size of about ten children.  
 
Interviewer: Why is this? 
 
Woman: There are many factors involved. People in the lower income bracket keep on 
producing children till they have a son, because sons are considered the bread winners. 
Basically there is very little education about this. Also, most low income families do not 
practice contraception, have a lot of children and hence have large family sizes. 
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